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ABSTRACT

The fully-digital implementation of serial links has recently emerged as a viable

alternative to their classical analogue counterpart. Indeed, reducing the analogue

content in favour of expanding the digital content becomes more attractive due to the

ability to achieve less power consumption, less sensitivity to the noise and better

scalability across multiple technologies and platforms with inconsiderable

modifications. In addition, describing the circuit in hardware description languages

gives it a high flexibility to program all design parameters in a very short time

compared with the analogue designs which need to be re-designed at transistor level

for any parameter change. This can radically reduce cost and time-to-market by

saving a significant amount of development time. However, beside these considerable

advantages, the fully-digital architecture poses several design challenges.

This work seeks to elucidate these design challenges involved in the design of

fully-digital serial links. Further, it presents a low-power low-jitter fully-digital

complete serial link synthesized and implemented on Altera Cyclone II FPGA. Unlike

the conventional architectures, it is totally synthesized from a Verilog hardware

description language and eliminates the need for any analogue or off-chip

components. Key circuit blocks include a built-in PRBS generator for testing

purposes, a high-resolution frequency synthesizer circuit, an eight-phase generator,

and a low-power clock and data recovery (CDR) circuitusing quarter-rate clocking to

mitigate the speed requirement ofthe data recovery process. The serial linkachieves a

BER lower than 10"12 (using bathtub curve), consumes 0.97 mW power while

operating at 167.36 Mb/s, and operates continuously over the range of 167.32 Mb/s to

193.6 Mb/s per channel. The measured RMS andpeak-to-peak jitters of the recovered

clock are 49.8 ps and 295 ps, respectively, for 167.36 Mb/s 223-l PRBS input stream.
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ABSTRAK

Pelaksanaan pautan digital sesiri sepenuhnya baru-baru ini, muncul sebagai satu

altematif yang berdaya maju berbanding dengan sistem analog klasik yang Iain.

Sememangnya, ini dapat mengurangkan kandungan analog dengan memperluaskan

kandungan digital menjadikan ia lebih menarik disebabkan keupayaannya untuk

mencapai penggunaan kuasa yang lebih rendah, kurang sensitiviti kepada hingar dan

berkemampuan untuk pembangunan yang lebih baik di antara pelbagai platform dan

teknologi dengan pengubahsuaian yang dikehendaki. Tambahan pula, untuk

mengkaitkan litar dalam istilah perkakasan, ia memberikan fleksibiliti yang tinggi

untuk merancang semua parameter reka bentuk dalam masa yang sangat pendek

berbanding dengan reka bentuk analog yang perlu direka semula di peringkat

transistor untuk perubahan sebarang parameter. Dengan ini pengurangankan kos

pembangunan dan masa-untuk-memasarkan dapat dijimatkan seawal peringkat

pembangunan lagi. Walau bagaimanapun, seni bina digital sepenuhnya menimbulkan

beberapa cabaran dalam peringkat reka bentuk.

Tugasan ini bertujuan menjelaskan cabaran-cabaran yang terlibat dalam mereka

bentuk hubungan sesiri digital sepenuhnya. Selain itu, ia mempamerkankuasa-rendah

rendah-gugup pautan sesiri digital sepenuhnya yang disintesis dan dilaksanakan pada

Altera Cyclone II FPGA. Tidak seperti seni bina konvensional, ia benar-benar

disintesis daripada bahasa Verilog dan menghapuskan keperluan untuk mana-mana

komponen analog atau komponen luaran cip. Blok-blok litar utama termasuk penjana

PRBS dalaman untuk tujuan pengujian, litar penjana pemasa beresolusi tinggi,

penjana lapan-fasa, dan litar pemasa dan pemulihan data berkuasa rendah (CDR)

menggunakan masa kadaran suku untuk menurunkan kelajuan proses pemulihandata.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Overview of Data Communication in System-on-Chip

The secret behind the success ofmodern integrated circuit (IC) technologies is due, in

large part, to the realization of two essential and inseparable functions: high-speed

data processing and reliable data communication. Over the years, advances in IC

fabrication technology have led to an exponential growth of IC's speed and

integration levels. These advances allow the number of integrated transistors to grow

much more rapidly than the number of input and output (I/O) pins of the chip. While

Intel's latest-generation processor called "Ivy Bridge" containing over 1.4 billion

transistors incorporated in one chip and continues to double every two years in

accordance with Moore's law, the speed performance of the I/O pins has historically

lagged behind, doubling only about every six years.

Furthermore, due to the dramatic increase in the number of modules that can be

incorporated into a single chip, the emerging demand for higher intra/inter chip

communication bandwidth has significantly intensified. Such chip is commonly

referred to as system-on-chip (SoC), and typically consists of various heterogeneous

modules such as processors, dedicated hardware components, memories, I/O

interfaces, and external interface IP (intellectual property) blocks that need to

communicate with each other. However, the on/off-chip communication bandwidth

does not scale up well with the continuous advancement on the on-chip computation

capacity and thereby becomes the dominant performance bottleneck. This has

prompted extensive research efforts during the last two decades in the direction of

improving the on/off-chip communication networks to cope with the increasing

17



performance requirements. Recently, serial point-to-point data links have gradually
dominated for the significant advantages overthemulti-bit conventional buses andthe

parallel point-to-point links. Hence, they have the potential to fulfil the strongly
emerging need for a higher communication bandwidth, more efficient data

transmission, lower cost, and longer distancereach.

1.2 Conventional Bus Limitations

Over the course ofmany years, a bus-based paradigm (common clock orsynchronous

architecture) [1] was the most common in data communication systems. Figure 1.1

shows the multi-bit conventional bus architecture, where various modules are

connected through a set of shared parallel channels. Additionally, a separate channel

is distributed to all modules carrying a global clock signal used for synchronous
transmission and reception of data. Although this communication paradigm has been

adequate in the past, increasing speeds accentuate several problems associated with

the using ofthe multi-bit conventional bus system [2]. Since the parallel data streams

carried by the bus must be synchronized with the global clock signal, three primary
limitations have been arisen that are skew, crosstalk, and large area [3, 4]. First, skew

or timing offset among parallel channels results from the unequal arrival time of bits

transmitted at the same time. This reduces the speed of data transmission to the

slowest of all of the parallel transmission channels. Second, crosstalk caused by the
undesired effect created by the transmission of a signal on one channel in another

channel. This creates interference between the parallel signal channels and hence

causes data signal delay and noise and places an upper limit on the length of the data

transmission. Third, the cost ofusing a bus isalso a serious issue since they occupy a
large area of silicon. Further, the distribution of a global clock with the required
timing accuracy over all modules easily results in high system design efforts and leads

to high system cost. Therefore, the use ofmulti-bit bus for on/off-chip communication

with a global clock will make the communication unreliable and limit further

improvement of future SoC.

18
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The aforesaid limitations of the multi-bit conventional buses make them viable for

only small scale systems, which incorporate few modules, such as memory or

peripheral buses. For larger scale systems, an alternative and attractive solution is to

completely forsake the bus paradigm and use point-to-point links as a medium of

communication. Point-to-point link architecture can be divided into two categories,

namely parallel links and serial links. Parallel links are considered as the simplest

method of communicating synchronous data between modules. Figure 1.2 shows a

conventional source synchronous point-to-point parallel link. In this approach, each

module is directly connected to each of the other modules by several parallel channels

for transmitting the data, and an additional channel for transmitting the clock along

with the data.

The architecture of the point-to-point parallel links inherently addresses many of

the primary limitations of conventional buses. Nevertheless, improving the bandwidth

of parallel links is uneconomical and impractical, since it is achieved by increasing

the bit rate per channel and integrating a large number of channels into the system at

the cost of large chip area, routing difficulty, noise and power consumption [5, 6].

19
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However, parallel links have shown potential in short distance applications, such

as networking switches, multiprocessor interconnections, and consumer products with

extensive multimedia applications [7]. Alternatively, serial links have the ability to

prolong the length of the data transmission channel by mitigating the issues of area,

crosstalk, and skew. Therefore serial links have become the solution to higher and

more efficient data transmission in order to meet the demands and trends of

improving the on-chip and off-chip communication, including short and long distance

communication and networking markets [5, 6].

A relatively analytical study [5], which extends a previous study [8], has been

conducted in which comparing in terms of area and power serial to parallel links that

have been implemented in various feature size of CMOS technologies. As illustrated

in Figure 1.3, for any particular feature size of the CMOS technology, there is a

limiting value of the link length above which it is better to implement the linkas serial

rather than parallel because it is more advantageous in term of power and area. This

limiting value that defines the frontiers between the two types of the link

implementations is scaling down as the relative scaling down of the CMOS

technology feature size. In addition, the study showsthat the serial links will become

more attractive for shorter links in future technologies. Since future large SoC designs

should employ serial links to mitigate the cost of communication in terms of area, bit-

rate, power and latency.

20
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However, improving the serial links is always constrained by increasingly strict

power budget and noisy on-chip environment. This has prompted extensive research

efforts in the direction of improving the power consumption and the jitter

performance, to cope with the increasing performance requirement. For instance, the

specific power efficiency (expressed in mW/Gb/s) and jitter performance of various

recently published serial links [9-13] are shown in Figure 1.4.
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Figure 1.4: (a) Power efficiency and (b) jitter performance of recently published serial

links for chip-to-chip communication.

Until recently (as of 2013), the improvement in the power efficiency is

approximately only 23% per year. This slow improvement can prevent fully utilizing

the on-chip computation capacity of the cutting-edge SoCs (e.g. Ivy Bridge), which

require several terabits-per-second (Tb/s) of off-chip communication bandwidth. The

designs reported in [9-13] are implemented using either analogue or mixed signal

techniques. To mitigate such high power dissipation, the fully-digital implementations

have recently emerged as a viable alternative to their analogue counterpart [14].
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1.4 Why Less Analogue Content Is Better?

Recently, there has been a growing demand for developing new semi- orfully-digital

architectures that obviate the need for any analogue or off-chip components. Indeed,

moving towards reducing the analogue content in favour of expanding the digital
content becomes more attractive for thefollowing significant advantages:

1.4.1 Less Power Consumption

The CMOS (complementary metal oxide semiconductor) inverter is the basic building
block for digital circuit design. As shown in Figure 1.5, the inverter performs the

logic operation ofAto A. When the input of the inverter is logic low, the p-channel

transistor is on and the n-channel transistor is off, causing the load capacitance to

charge to Vdd andpulling the output to a logic high, and vice versa.

n-channel

V,dd

. ' A'.charging

discharging Uc
I

Figure 1.5: Basic CMOS gate.

The power consumption of a digital gate is typically broken down into its static

and dynamic power dissipation. The static power occurs during signal transitions, for

example from off to on, when both the n-channel and p-channel transistors are on for

a very small period of time causing a direct path between the Vdd and the ground
(short circuit), hence it is significantly negligible [15].
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The dynamic power consumption is essentially resulted from charging and

discharging the load capacitance. The charge stored by the capacitor (Q) can be

derived as:

Q = C.Vdd (1.1)

where C is the channel capacitance being switched per clock cycle, Vdd is the supply

voltage. The current flow across the channel can be obtained as:

I=Q/T=C.Vdd.F (1.2)

where T is the time required to charge and discharge the capacitor (i.e. the

propagation delay) and F is the switching frequency. Then the dynamic power

consumption can be broken down as follows:

PcMOS = PcMOSJyn = I- Vdd = C.Vdd .F (1.3)

Similarly, the total power consumption associated with a linear chain of N

identical CMOS gates is given by:

PCMos = N.C.Vdd2.F (1.4)

To normalize the total power for a given frequency, the power-delay product is

given by:

PDCMOs = N.C.Vdd2 (1.5)

On the other hand, MOS current-mode logic (MCML) are more popular for

implementing analogue and mixed-mode circuits [16]. The MCML inverter gate is

shown in Figure 1.6. When the input is logic high, the transistor in the left side is on

and the transistor in the right side is off. Ideally, all current flows from the load

resistance through the left side and drains through the tail current source, pulling

down the output to logic low and its complement to logic high. The high output

voltage is Vdd, while the low output is given by Vdd-AV, where AV is the voltage

swing drop across R(AV = R.Itaii). Normally a swing of 30% of Vdd is used [17-19].
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Figure 1.6: BasicMCML gate.

The MCML inverter gate is drawing a constant current over time and independent
ofthe switching activity. Therefore, the amount ofpower consumption is always the
same and hence the sum of the dynamic and static power is constant. This is due to

the fact that MCML consumes static power, even when not switching, due to the
constant current source. The total power consumption for the same number of

identical gates, N, can be obtained as follows [19]:

MCML = N-Itail-Vdd (1.6)

The total propagation delay of thechain isgiven by:

D MCML N-C-R =
N-C-AV

/,tail

(1.7)

Thus, thepower-delay product can be given by:

PDmcml ~ A'2= N' -C•AV •Vdd = 0.3 •N2 •C•Vid (1.8)

Using (1.5) and (1.8), for a given F, C, and Vdd, the power consumption of N
identical MCML gates is 0.3N times larger than their counterparts of CMOS gates.
This theoretical expression can be verified by the simulation results presented in [19].
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1. As shown in Figure 1.7, while the power consumption of CMOS logic

increases linearly with the operating frequency, the MCML logic counterpart

is irrespective of the frequency.

2. After the cross-point frequency, the power consumption of CMOS logic

becomes greater than that of MCML. However, the cross-frequency will

increase with the technology scaling down. For example, in 180 nm CMOS

process the cross-frequency of the inverter is about 2.2 GHz, while in 45 nm

process it is about 9.1 GHz [20].

Thus, the first advantage is that, with the technology scaling down, the fully-

digital implementations are ideally suited as the engine for both high performance

systems and low power consumption [21].

1.4.2 Less sensitivity to PVT variations and exhibits less phase noise

Second of all, analogue circuits are sensitive to process, supply voltage, and

temperature (PVT) variations [22]. Thus integrating such circuits in a noisy digital

SoC environment is challenging and must be redesigned for each new technology. On

the contrary, the all-digital implementations have less susceptibility to the PVT
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variations andoffer higher noise immunity [23, 24]. Further, they exhibit better phase

noise performance and thus better jitter performance.

Noise is of major concern in serial links. This can be simply understood as a

consequence of the effect of introducing even small noise into any part of the link

(e.g. oscillator), which leads to dramatic changes in its phase noise (frequency

domain) and timing jitter (time domain). A relatively analytical study in [25] derives

expressions for phase noise of MOS differential (MCML) and single-ended (inverter

chain) ring oscillator. The expressions are validated by simulation and measurement.

The phase noise of the inverter-based ring oscillator at an offset frequency of Af can

be expressed as:

W(A/)~--T — -(-) (1.9)
377 P Vchar W

where rj is a proportionality constant (~1), k is the Boltzmann's constant (1.38x10

Joule/Kelvin), T is the absolute temperature inKelvin, P is thetotal power dissipation,

Vchar is the characteristic voltage of the device, and f> is the oscillation frequency.

Similarly, the expressing for the phasenoiseofthe differential ringoscillator is:

r fAn~M 8 kT (V™ , y™ \ (fo\2 „,mw(a/)^-----(—+—)-(-) (i.io)

where N is the number of stages in the ring. Subsequently, the relationship between

the phase noise and jitter, for both CMOS and MCML ring oscillators, is derived in

[26] and can be expressed as:

_ X(A/)-A/2
<r2= -JT-^ (1-11)

Jo

However, the above expressions for the phase noise and jitter draw the following

important conclusions:

3. The jitter and phase noise of an CMOS ring oscillator are found to be

independent of the number of stages, N. However, for an MCML ring
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oscillator, the phasenoise and jitter values growwith the number of stages for

a given power dissipation, P, and frequency of oscillation, f0.

4. For a given P, N, and f0, thephase noise andjitter of an MCML ring oscillator

are approximately N• [1 + Vchar/RLItaU] times larger than their counterparts

ofan CMOS oscillator.

1.4.3 Cost-effectiveness and size-reduction

The third advantage is that the cost for the digital implementation is much less than

the cost for its analogue counterpart. For instance, most of the analogue

implementations ofphase locked loops (PLLs) and delay locked loops (DLLs) require

large capacitors in their loop filters while the all-digital implementations realizes the

loop filter as a digital circuit (e.g. counter or finite state machine), without any passive

components. This can be achieved by eliminating the need to convert the phase

information to voltage or current, and hence it can greatly minimize the required area

[27].

1.4.4 Better scalability and seamless programmability

The last but not least, by obviating the need for any analogue or off-chip components

(including passive components), all-digital implementations can offer better

scalability (portability) across multiple technologies and platforms with

inconsiderable modifications. In addition, describing the circuit in hardware

description languages gives it a high flexibility to program all design parameters in a

very short time compared with the analogue designs which need to be re-designed at

transistor level for any parameter change. This can radically reduce cost and time-to-

market by saving a significantamount of development time.
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1.5 Research Objectives

The general objective of this work is to design, implement, and characterize the

performance of a low-power low-noise truly-digital serial link system. Among the

folds of this objective, a couple of specific objectives need to be achieved that are as

follows:

1. To come up with fully-digital high-resolution frequency synthesizer

architecture thathas the ability to generate multiple clock frequencies.

2. To implement and validate the functionality of a fully-digital data serializer

based on the aforesaid synthesizer circuit.

3. To adopt a proof-of-concept strategy for validating the quarter-rate concept

that is previously designedin [28].

4. To identify and design a low-power fully-digital quarter-rate clock and data

recovery (CDR) circuit basedon the validated phase and frequency detectors.

5. To implement and validate the functionality of a fully-digital data deserializer

circuit based on the aforesaid CDR circuit.

6. To validate the proposed serial link system using thetarget FPGA as a proof-

of-concept vehicle toverify thefully-digital functionality using Verilog-HDL.

1.6 Scope ofResearch

The scope of the thesis is illustrated in Figure 1.8. The reasons for these choices have

been explained, as appropriate, throughout the thesis.
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Figure 1.8: Hierarchy and scope ofresearch.

1.7 Research Methodology

This research has evolved through three main stages. The work flow description of

each phase is stated as follows:

• First stage:
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o Theoretical background onpoint-to-point link components.

o Literature review on frequency synthesizer circuits.

o Implementing several applicable prior artusing Altera Quartus II.

o Proposing and designing a fully-digital frequency synthesizer.

o Integrating the synthesizer circuit as a part of the data serializer and

implement it into the target FPGA.

o Characterizing the design for functionality, including measurements

for logic utilization, step resolution, peak-to-peak and RMS jitter.

o Authoring ofpublication for prestigious journal and conference papers.

• Second stage:

o Literature review on CDR circuits.

o Validating the functionality of quarter-rate phase and frequency

detectors using Altera Quartus II.

o Designing a fully-digital quarter-rate CDR circuit, including 22.5°-

spaced phases generator.

o Integrating the CDR circuit as a part of the data deserializer and

implementing it into the target FPGA.

o Characterizing the design for functionality, including the same

previous measurements.

o Authoring ofpublication forprestigious journal and conference papers.

• Third stage:

o Integrating the proposed serial link components as a two FPGA boards,

one for the serializer and the other for the deserializer circuit.
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o Thoroughly validating the functionality of the link by sending eight

parallel streams to the serializer and compare them to the eight outputs

ofthe deserializer circuit and then measuring the bit-error-rate.

o Carrying out more measurements for logic utilization, power

consumption, propagation delay, and jitter performance.

o Authoring of publication for prestigious journal and conferencepapers.

1.8 Thesis Organization

This thesis is comprised of six chapters including Chapter 1 which is the

introduction. The scope of the chapters is summarized in the following text.

Chapter 2 presents different categories of serial link architectures including the

main advantages and drawbacks of each category. This chapter also demonstrates a

review of literature including the basic link's components and the recent findings of

each. At the end of the chapter, a brief description of the serial link performance

metrics will be carried out.

Chapter 3 explains the reasons behind the selection of the target hardware

platform and itsproperties. It also provides the design flow and thedevelopment tools

utilized to design the proposed system.

Chapter 4 introduces proposed fully-digital serial link system in details. This

includes a discussion for overcoming the design challenges that arise when

considering fully-digital architectures.

Chapter 5 discusses the implementation and experimentally validation of the

proposed system. The results obtained from the FPGA implementation are compared

with the recentpublications afternormalization process for a fair comparison.

Chapter 6 summarizes the contribution of the previous chapters. Possible future

extensions of the research area are also discussed.
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CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Chapter Overview

This chapter firstly introduces two of the most important categories of serial link

architectures: forwarded clock and embedded clock. The main advantages and

drawbacks of each category from an architectural perspective will be highlighted.

Secondly, a review of literature including the basic link's components and the recent

findings of each component will be briefly demonstrated. The provided background

materials are devoted to the development of low-power low-noise fully-digital serial

link communications techniques. Finally, a description and estimation of the serial

link performance metrics will be carried out. The essential performance metrics are

channel data rate, power consumption, bit errorrate, andjitter performance.

2.2 A Typical Serial Link

Serial links are a key component in a wide range of applications in modem data

communication systems. They are widely used for both on-chip and off-chip data

communications [5]. In particular, they are used for on-chip inter-module

communication in system-on-chip (SoC) as presented in [29-31]. They are also

commonly used for off-chip communications [9-13], such as internet routers, multi

processor systems [32], USB (universal serial bus) [33] and Firewire (IEEE 1394

serial bus standard) [34] that connect peripheral electronic systems to computer, in

addition to SATA (serial advanced technology attachment) which communicates the

computer motherboard with mass storage devices (e.g. hard disk) and PCI-Express
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(peripheral component interconnect) that normally connects cards (sound, video or

other) to the motherboard.

Serial links can be generally classified into two categories depending upon the

clocking architecture they use, namely, forwarded clock and embedded clock

(clockless) architectures. Both classifications typically use source synchronous timing

concept, this means that each module transmits the clock information about the

transmitted data stream along with it, regardless if the clock information is sent

embedded in the serial data stream or separately. Source synchronous concept has the

advantage that the clock information and the transmitted data stream are originating

from the same source. Thus, transmitter timing variations such as thermal drifts of

certain jitter components are present on both, the data content and the clock. This

widens the margins to latch the data correctly at the receiving side [1].

In the forwarded clock architecture, the clock information is transmitted along an

additional channel, as shown in Figure 2.1(a). Typically, there is delay mismatch

between the clock and data stream at the receiver side, due to the impact of driver

strength, loading mismatches, and interconnect length mismatches. This adds

difficulties to control the clock skew and propagation delay, which requires skew

compensation techniques for each channel [35, 36]. Additionally, timing skew

between data and a clock signal degrades the maximum data rate [37].

To further increase the data rate, the extra clock channel is eliminated and the

clock information is combined with the data stream within the same channel, as

shown in Figure 2.1(b). This requires an additional circuit at the receiver side to

separate back the clock and data information from the channel and reconstructs the

data stream. For an effective extraction method, the transmitted data needs to have

enough data transitions, which is usually fulfilled by deploying an appropriate coding

or scrambling function [37]. However, the advantages of combining the clock and

data information on the same channel can be described as follows: Firstly, this

approach allows the data and clock information to experience the exact same noise

and jitter during the transmission, and thus the propagation delays and skew are

nonissues. This allows embedded clock architecture to transmit data at very high data

rates [1, 38]. Secondly, the methodology used to extract data and clock information
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has influence on which kind of timing variations can be tolerated on embedded clock

architecture and which kind is likely to cause data transmission problems [35].

Thirdly, due to the substantial reduction in the number of interconnects required, the

significant saved space allows for better isolation ofthe channel from its surrounding

components leading to integrate more modules and lower crosstalk. However, the

price to pay for the aforesaid benefits is the increased complexity of the transmitter

and principally the receiver. The main building blocks of serial embedded clock

system are extensively explained in the following sections.
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a single
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Figure 2.1: Serial linkbased communication in SoC: (a) forwarded clock architecture

and (b) embedded clock architecture.
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2.3 The Key Elements of a Link

A high-level representation of an embedded clock serial link is illustrated in Figure

2.2. The serial link system typically comprises, beside the channel, two main circuits,

namely, transmitter and receiver.

Channel
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Figure 2.2: Blockdiagramof an embedded clock serial link.

2.3.1 Transmitter Circuit

The transmitter circuit starts normally with serializing multi parallel data streams into

a single serial data stream. The serialized data is then transmitted through the channel

to the receiver. The transmitter circuit can be realized using two different methods,

namely, pulse amplitude modulation (PAM) and multiplexing.

2.3.1.1 Pulse Amplitude Modulation (PAM) Transmitters

In PAM transmitters, the amplitude of the input clock signal is modulated based on

the input bits. For Instance, as illustrated in Figure 2.3, to transmit 2 bits in one

symbol time, there are four possibilities (00, 01, 10, and 11), and thus four-level PAM

(4-PAM) transmitter is required. This approach reduces both the required channel

bandwidth and the maximum required input clock frequency [39]. On the other hand,
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increasing the number of bits to be transmitted in one symbol time (e.g. 3 bits)
requires applying higher number ofPAM levels (e.g. 8-PAM in [40]). This requires
more complex circuitry, including digital-to-analogue (DAC) and analogue-to-digital
(ADC) converters to generate and detect the multi-level signal, which increase the

power consumption and the occupied area. Further, as a result of the technology
scaling, the supply voltage continues to drop, which makes it more difficult and

challenging to increase the number ofPAM levels and hence limits its spreading.

Datal

Data 2 0 r
Input Clock

Transmitted

Signal ~

li

!<>

00

1F*
Figure 2.3: The 4-PAM transmitted signal timing diagram.

2.3.1.2 Multiplexing-basedtransmitters

The most commonly used architecture as a serial link in industry is the
serializer/deserializer (SERDES) architecture. The serializer (i.e. transmitter) circuit in
this approach is realized using two main blocks, namely, an K-to-1 serializer and a

frequency synthesizer, as shown in Figure 2.4. The K-to-1 serializer circuit starts

normally with converting the data from parallel to serial by multiplexing multi low-
frequency parallel data streams, K, into a single higher frequency serial data stream,
in one or more stages. The high-frequency serialized data is then transmitted through
the channel to the deserializer (i.e. receiver). In order to properly perform the
multiplexing operation, multiple clock frequencies of the input data streams are

needed. The required maximum clock frequency is determined by the multiplication
ofthe number ofparallel data streams and the input bit rate. This is normally achieved
internally using frequency synthesizer circuit. The frequency synthesizer is also
required to have minimal skew relative to the system reference clock, minimal phase
noise accumulation, and finest frequency resolution.
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Figure 2.4: Simplified top-level block diagram of a SERDES system.

2.3.2 Frequency Synthesizer Circuit

Frequency synthesizer (also called frequency multiplier) can be shown simply as a

local oscillator that has one or more high-frequency output clock signals.

Conventional frequency synthesis techniques existing today can be classified as the

following two types: Direct-digital frequency synthesizer (DDFS) and PLL/DLL-

based frequency synthesizers.

2.3.2.1 Direct-Digital FrequencySynthesizer (DDFS)

This technique involves the generation ofa waveform from a series of digital numbers

(This block is commonly referred to as a numerically controlled oscillator (NCO))

which are then converted into an analogue signal output (sine or cosine wave). DDFS

architecture typically comprises a phase accumulator followed by a ROM look-up

table and a linear digital-to-analogue converter (DAC), as shown in Figure 2.5. In

some cases, the output signal is filtered by a low-pass filter, which is not normally

considered as a part of the DDFS. When compared to the other classifications of

frequency synthesizers, DDFS provides the advantages of both fast frequency

switching and fine frequency tuning resolution. And hence they are best suited for use

in spread-spectrum applications that require tuning capability to different output
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frequencies with extremely fine frequency resolution andswitching speedof the order

of nanoseconds [41]. However, the fast frequency switching is mainly due to its open

loop architecture, while enhancing the frequency resolution can be normally achieved

using a large accumulator and a huge ROM look-up table. Since the phase to

amplitude mapping algorithm is stored in the ROM, the size of the ROM doubles with

every 1-bit increment in resolution [42]. Further, the larger accumulator and ROM

require a large number of input clock cycles to complete a single output cycle.

Together these create two major drawbacks, high power consumption (i.e. several

hundreds of mW as reported in [42]) and low maximum clock frequency [43],

resulting in reduced usability for portable wireless communication applications.
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Figure 2.5: Simplified block diagram of a direct-digital frequency synthesizer.

2.3.2.2 PLL and DLL-based Frequency Synthesizers

Over the years, the phase-locked loops (PLLs) and delay-locked loops (DLLs) are

widely employed in the data communication systems including, but not limited to: the

implementation of the frequency synthesizer, clock synchronization (de-skewing), and

clock and data recovery circuits [44, 45]. A PLL is a feedback system that generates

an output clock signal whose phase and frequency are simultaneously related to their

counterpart of an input reference signal. The PLL is considered to be in the locked

state if the phase of these signals is synchronized (they have the same phase, or a

constant difference), and hence it is called a "phase-locked loop". Another closely
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related circuit is the DLL, which dynamically aligns its output clock signal with a

reference clock signal.

Traditionally, PLLs and DLLs are implemented using either analogue or mixed

signal techniques with some off-chip components. In particular, these techniques

heavily rely on the utilization of analogue voltage-controlled oscillators (VCOs),

analogue loop filters, large capacitors, charge pumps, and analogue-to-digital/digital-

to-analogue converters (ADCs/DACs). Recently, there has been a growing demand

for developing new fully-digital or semi-digital architectures that obviate the need for

any analogue or off-chip components.
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Figure 2.6: Basic block diagram of the all-digital PLL-based frequency synthesizer.

The basic block diagram of a common implementation of an all-digital PLL-based

frequency synthesizer is shown in Figure 2.6. Its basic operation requires mainly four

blocks: a phase and frequency detector (PFD), a loop filter, a digitally-controlled

oscillator (DCO), and a frequency divider. On the other hand, The DLL-based

frequency synthesizer can be considered as a PLL that replaces the DCO by a

digitally-controlled delay line (DCDL), as shown in the bottom of Figure 2.7. When

the loop is in the locked condition, the input and output of the DCDL are in-phase.

Whereas the DCDL total delay equals the time period of the reference clock and the

output phases of every delay stage are equally spaced [46]. These phases are used by

the edge combiner circuit to produce the high-frequency output signal.
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Figure 2.7: Operation for the all-digital DLL-based frequency synthesizer.

At first glance, most ofthe all-digital PLL and all-digital DLL's components are
somewhat similar in topology. But in fact, they have very different properties; given
an identical noise environment and circuit components, the all-digital PLL has higher
jitter than the all-digital DLL due to phase noise accumulation process [46, 47].
Consequently, several all-digital implementations of the PLL have been proposed to
enhance the jitter performance. The implementations could be roughly categorized into
two types. The first type is an all-digital cell-based architecture [48, 49] where two
digitally controlled oscillators (DCOs) are used to effectively decrease the clock jitter.
The inner DCO is used for closing the loop and tracking the reference clock, while the
outer DCO is used for generating the output clock based on averaging the output of the
inner DCO's controller. However, the power consumption and chip area are greatly
increased. The second type [22, 50] utilizes a time-to-digital converter (TDC) as a
digital filter to increase the resolution of the phase error measurement and hence
decrease the jitter performance. Meanwhile, all-digital implementations ofDLLs suffer
as well from two major drawbacks. First, the multiplication ratio ofthe reference clock
signal depends mainly on the number of delay cells in the delay line. Second, any
mismatch in the edge combining logic will be translated directly into aduty-cycle error
and jitter [47]. The aforesaid approaches of enhancing the jitter performance of the
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PLLs/DLLs have significantly necessitated performing more analytical studies to

analyze the performance of the PLLs, DLLs, and dual-loop based frequency

synthesizer architectures in a comparable environment. For instance, the analytical

studies in [47, 51] show that while the DLL-based frequency synthesizer outperforms

the PLL-based in term of rejecting the on-chip noise, the latter is better suited for

rejecting the noise of the input reference clock. According to relatively recent studies

in [52-54], the dual-loop architectures have shown a potential in attenuating both the

on-chip and input clock noise, and they do not have the accumulated jitter issue.

2.3.3 Receiver Circuit

Conceptually, the deserializer circuit performs the inverse function of the serializer

block. The deserializer extracts the embedded clock information from the incoming

data stream, re-samples the noisy stream using the extracted clock for jitter removal

and synchronization. And finally deserializes the single stream back into low-

frequency parallel data streams of similar number of the serializer, K, for performing

the desired processing operations. These essential functions can be realized using two

main blocks, namely, clock and data recovery (CDR) circuit and 1-to-K deserializer

circuit.

2.3.4 Clock and Data Recovery (CDR) Circuit

Since the clock is embedded in the data stream, a CDR circuit is used as a part of the

deserializer to extract the associated clock information from the incoming noisy data

stream and then recover the transmitted data stream. The CDR circuit represents the

most critical and challenging task in modern high performance serial link systems [14,

55]. There are a variety of different architectures and approaches for CDR process.

However, the most commonly used CDR architectures for embedded clock serial links

are referenceless dual-loop topologies [27, 55, 56]. Typically, the dual-loop designs

can be roughly categorized into two types: a PLL-based and a combination of

frequency-locked loop (FLL) and DLL based CDR.
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2.3.4.1 PLL-Based CDR CircuitwithoutReference Clock

A simple block diagram of such PLL-based CDR circuit is shown in Figure 2.8. The

circuit is composed of frequency tracking and phase tracking loops that operate

dependently and share common loopfilter and voltage controlled oscillator (VCO) [14,

57-59]. In summary, the frequency tracking loop employing a frequency detector (FD)

to provide a frequency comparison between the received data and the VCO output

clock, and hence obviating the need for a dedicated external reference clock signal.

When the frequency difference is very small, the phase tracking loop takes over and

leads to a phase locking between the recovered clock and the received data through a

phase detector (PD). Although it has two loops but since it has a VCO block as the

central clock source in addition to a single loop filter, it is referred to as PLL-based

architecture.
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Figure 2.8: Block diagram of a PLL-based CDR without a reference clock.

This architecture entails a possible issue, as the phase loop takes over the control of

the VCO from the frequency loop, the two loops may potentially interfere with each

other, indeed resulting in a failure to recover the transmitted data stream [60].

Addressing this issue requires a modification in the architecture such that each loop

has its own loop filter and operates independently. This introduces the combinationof

FLL/DLL based CDR architecture.
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2.3.4.2 Combination ofFLL/DLL Based CDR

It generally consists of a FLL controlling a VCO and a DLL or PLL controlling a

phase shifter on either data or clock, operate independently to recover both the clock

and the data from the incoming data stream, as shown in Figure 2.9. This can

effectively enhance the stability of the system, which derives from the manner in

which loop stabilization is accomplished [61, 62]. Further, using a combination of

FLL/DLL has more robustness in jitter performance than the PLL-based CDR [27]. It

can have a good input jitter rejection as a result of having a short acquisition time for

the PLL since the PLL here is only responsibly for a frequency locking [56]. The

acquisition time is known as the time interval that is needed for the PLL to achieve the

locked condition.
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Figure 2.9: Block diagram ofa combination ofFLL/DLL based CDR architecture.

However, the aforesaid advantages come at the expense of occupying a larger area

that is required for the additional loop filter and VCDL. Reducing this area overhead

and further Increasing the stability of the system require minimizing the analogue

content in favour of expanding the digital content, which eventually leads to realize a

semi-digital (digitally-assisted) [57, 63] or fully-digital [58, 64] CDR architectures.

Nonetheless, the dual-loop CDR designs can be further divided into two major

categories depending on whether the data rate and clock frequency are equal or not,

namely, full-rate and fractional-rate CDR architectures.
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2.3.4.3 Full-Rate and Fractional-Rate CDR Architectures

In full-rate circuits, the location of the data transition is compared with the rising or
falling edge ofthe clock. This requires the clock frequency to be equal to the data rate

as illustrated in Figure 2.10(a). Thus, the data recovery process can be achieved using a
single flip-flop that operates either on rising or falling edge ofthe clock signal. On the
contrary, a fractional-rate circuit utilizes multiple phases ofa clock signal running ata

frequency less than the data rate (e.g. half or quarter-rate) in order to properly sample
the location ofdata transition, as illustrated in Figure 2.10(b) and Figure 2.10(c).
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Therefore, its operational principle is to samplethe data streamby the rising or the

falling edges of the multiple phases using multiple flip-flops. The main advantage of

using full-rate CDR circuit is the greater simplicity in the design and the robustness of

its functionality. However, It has a disadvantage of requiring a relatively high clock

speed thatresults in a VCO with large powerconsumption. TheCDRcircuits generally

are the most power-consuming block among other blocks of the serial link [14].

Considering the advantages of serial links, increasing the number of links per chip

relies heavily on reducing the power consumption per link. The factors affecting the

dynamic power consumption of a digital CMOS circuit can be broken down as

follows [65]:

PcMOSJLyn ~ C' ^dd ' P (2-1)

Where C is the channel capacitance being switched per clock cycle, Vdd is the

supply voltage and it is a technology dependent (e.g. for CMOS 180 nm and CMOS

130 nm, Vdd = 1.8 V and 1.3 V, respectively), and F is the switching frequency. A

reduction of each of these parameters results in a reduction of the dissipated power.

However, the only practical and realistic way to reduce the dynamic power

consumption is reducing the switching frequency without affecting negatively the data

rate. This can be achieved by using fractional-rate architectures.

2.3.5 Serial Link Performance Metrics

With the growing number of serial links per chip and greater data rates, testing and

characterizing the links have posed significant challenges in terms of testing cost and

quality. This section summarizes the key performance metrics used to describe the

serial link:

2.3.5.1 Data Rate

The data rate is normally expressed as the total number of transmitted data bits per

second over the channel from the serializer to the deserializer.
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2.3.5.2 Power Consumption

The power consumption can be broken down into three major components: dynamic,

static, and I/O blocks power dissipation.

The dynamic power is the power resulting from the capacitive loads charging and

subsequent discharging during the signals toggling, at the operation mode. Thus, the

main factors affecting the dynamic power are capacitance charging, the supply

voltage, and the clock frequency. On the contrary, the static power is the power

consumed when no signals are toggling (at idle mode). It is mainly affected by the

number of logic elements (LEs) used in the circuit. More resources usage leads to an

increase in the static power consumption.

However, the total power consumption mainly depends on several parameters,

including choice of the process technology, environmental conditions (i.e.

temperature), and device resource usage.

2.3.5.3 Bit Error Rate (BER)

BER is the ratio of the number of bits incorrectly received to the total number of

transmitted bits in a given time interval. Most of the communication standards specify

a very low target BER of 10"12 [66]. This implies that for every one trillion bits

transmitted, on average, no more than one error is received. However, recently the

concern is no longer only whether there are any errors on the data transmission but

also how many bits can be transmitted on average before the first error occurs. This

fact requires the use of new techniques to analyze the performance of the serial link

such as jitter analysis, data eye diagram, and BER bathtub curve.

2.3.5.4 Jitter Analysis

Jitter analysis is increasingly significant as it is one of the major potential causes for data

being received in error. Jitter is defined as the deviation of a data or clock edge from its

Ideal position, as illustrated inFigure 2.11. However, more attention must be given to the
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data streams, as no transition occurs when the same bit repeats two or more times

consecutively. Thus the data stream can be chopped into equal periods and overlaid into

one plot, producing the eye diagram as shown in Figure 2.11(b). The eye diagram gives

insight into the amplitude behaviour of the waveform as well as the timing behaviour, by

measuring the eye height (vertical eye opening) and the eye width (horizontal eye

opening), respectively.
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Figure 2.11: Effect ofjitter on (a) clock signal and (b) data stream.

Jitter is usually expressed in picoseconds (ps), but is more often specified in terms of

percent of the unit interval (UI). A UI is the ideal time duration of a single bit or clock

period. Generally, the origin of this timing deviation has many sources which can

either be deterministic or random [67, 68], as listed in Figure 2.12.
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Random jitter (RJ) is the accumulation of jitter through the system due to the

thermal noise, which cannot be predicted. As the primary source of RJ is the thermal

noise that is known to have a Gaussian distribution, RJ can be also modeled by the

Gaussian probability density function (PDF) [69]. For instance, an eye diagram for a

signal with only random jitter is shown in Figure 2.13. Ideally, its two tails extending

away from the center of the histogram asymptotically approach zero, but never fully

reach zero. Thus its peak-to-peak value has no limit, andhence, RJ is considered to be

unbounded.

Total Jitter (TJ) at a

particular BER

Unbounded, RMS

Random Jitter (RJ)

Periodic Jitter (PJ>

Bounded, peak-to-peak

Deterministic Jitter

(DJ)

Duty-Cycle Distortion

(DCD)

Figure 2.12: Classification ofjitter.

Therefore, RJ can be characterized by its standard deviation value (oftentimes

called the RMS value). It is the amount of time that extends one sigma (a) from the

mean (u) on each side. One sigma is equivalent to 34.1% of the total number of

samples in the histogram. The mean value is simply the crossing point of the eye
diagram or the starting point of its UI.
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Figure2.13: Characterization of randomjitter in an eye diagramby Gaussian

statistics.

Deterministic jitter (DJ) is called "deterministic" because it can be accurately

predicted for each edge since it is caused by non-random sources. Unlike the RJ, the

DJ can be well characterized by its peak-to-peak value, since it follows a non-

Gaussian bounded PDF. As exemplified in Figure 2.14, the DJ PDF can take any form

depending on the jitter source [1, 70], namely, periodic jitter (PJ), duty-cycle distortion

jitter (DCD), and data-dependent jitter(DDJ). PJ is caused by switching power supply

noises. DCD is generated due to the difference in the slew rate of the rising edges

from that of the falling edges DDJ is caused by the bandwidth limitation of the

transmission channel.

(a) (b)
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(c) (d)
Figure 2.14: Example of(a) a reference signal data eye and the influence of(b)

periodic jitter, (c) duty-cycle distortion jitter, and (d) data-dependent jitter on it.

The common objective of jitter measurement and analysis is to determine if the

total jitter (TJ) will cause the serial link to meet or exceed a given BER. In order to

obtain the TJ's PDF, the convolution of its RJ and DJ components should be

calculated first [68]. An example of the resulting histogram with the presence of DJ
and RJ is shown in Figure 2.15(a).

Non-Gaussian but tails

regions still appear
^ ^J Gaussian V.

«? • ••—&.

(a)
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Figure 2.15: (a)Characterization of totaljitter in an eyediagram, (b) Fitting the

histogram with Gaussian curves.

A further processing technique is applied on the resulting PDF to get a useful

value of TJ. This technique is normally known as a histogramtail fitting [71]. It seeks

to find well-defined Gaussian curves that are the best fit for the tail regions, as

illustrated in Figure 2.15(b). The right and left regions are fitted separately and in

general have different values of sigma and magnitude. After finding the best fit, the

peak-to-peak values of DJ and RJ can be calculated. The peak-to-peak value of DJ is

the difference between the two means of the histogram tail fit. In contrast, as the

peak-to-peak value of RJ naturally has no limit, it is commonly calculated with

respect to a certain BER. Thusthe TJ is also calculatedat a particularBER. However,

the RJ peak-to-peak value is equivalent to the multiplication of the average of the left

and right sigma values with the RJ multiplier. The latter is a function of the desired

BER,which is given in [71]. Finally, the TJ peak-to-peak value will be the sum of the

DJ and RJ peak-to-peak values as a function of BER. The resulting values of TJ are

commonlyplotted as BER versus UI, which is referred to as bathtub curve.

The TJ at a particular BERcan be calculatedfrom the bathtub curve as follows:

Total Jitter (BER) = Ul-Eye width (BER) (2.2)

Obviously, the RJ is proportional to the BER, so as the BER increases the eye

width becomes narrower. The eye width at a particular BER represents the time

available for the CDR circuit to recover the received data without a bit error.
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Figure 2.16: Bathtub curveand the total jitterfrom a bit-error-rate perspective.

In the context, in order to ensure reliable communication, the receiver must tolerate

or compensate the presence of jitter up to a certain amount specified by the standard

associated to a particular type of communication system. Thus, three important concepts

involved in the characterization of a CDR are jitter generation, jitter transfer, and its

jitter tolerance functions. Jitter generation refers to the jitter produced by the CDR

circuit itself, under locked condition, when the input data stream is jitter free. Jitter

transfer refers to the relationship between the jitter applied at the input of the CDR

circuit to the resulting jitter at the output of the circuit. Jitter tolerance is defined as how

much inputjitter a CDRcircuitmust toleratewithout increasing the BER.
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CHAPTER 3

FPGA HARDWARE PLATFORM

3.1 Chapter Overview

The intent of this chapter is to explain and justify the reasons behind the selection of

the target hardware platform. The required fundamentals and properties of the

selected platform with a short description of the platform structure will also be

provided. Finally, the design flow and the development tools utilized to design the

proposed system will be explained to complete this chapter. Those already familiar

with these topics can skip this chapter without loss of continuity.

3.2 Choice of Technology (Target Hardware Platform)

Serial link is a building block for larger SoC systems and most SoC systems are

fabricated in CMOS (complementary metal oxide semiconductor) technologies.

However, FPGA (field programmable gate array) has become recently the mainstream

and key implementation media for almost any kind of digital system. It can be defined

as a general-purpose integrated circuit that is configured by the designer rather than

the device manufacturer. This means that its functionality can be changed even after

fabrication process. It can be normally configured using a hardware description

language (HDL). As compared with single-purpose ASIC (application specific

integrated circuit) technologies, FPGAs feature several significant advantages that can

be outlined as follows [72]:

• ASICs typically require several months to fabricate the desired device. FPGAs

on the other hand can be configured or programmed in less than a minute and
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can be repeatedly reconfigured if a mistake is made without any additional

development costs, and hence they have lower risk.

ASICs development and fabrication costs are rising aggressively (e.g. from

hundreds of thousands to millions of dollars),while FPGAs costs are far much

cheaper(e.g. from a few hundred dollars to a fewthousand dollars).

FPGAs offer the ability to realize high-performance and high-speed signal

processing due to the inherently parallel processing capability.

FPGAs significantly achieve faster time-to-market.

33 Altera DE2-70 FPGA Development Board

Implementing a designed digital system normally requires selecting a suitable FPGA

development board. The selected board features an FPGA chip connected to a variety

of interesting peripheral devices such as switches, LEDs, seven segment and LCD

displays, and RS-232 serial communication. Although they are notnecessary for some

applications, they are really helpful for both FPGA user interface and for debugging

through the hardware design process.

The most suitable FPGA development board to our needs is selected as the Altera

DE2-70 board that is also used widely in many of the universities in the world for

both education and research purposes. This is mainly due to the fact that the DE2-70

board is equipped with a sufficiently large number of logic elements (LEs) at the

lowest cost and lowest powerconsumption compared to the competing 90-nm FPGAs

[73]. The top view of the board is given in Figure 3.1.
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The Altera DE2-70 development and education board is equipped with the

following hardware [74]:

• Altera Cyclone II EP2C70F896C6 FPGA device.

• Altera Serial Configuration device - EPCS16.

• USB Blaster (on board) for programming; both JTAG and Active Serial

programming modes are supported.

• 2-Mbyte SSRAM.

• Two 32-Mbyte SDRAM.

• 8-Mbyte Flash memory.

• SD Card socket.

• 4 pushbutton switches.

• 18 toggle switches.

• 18 red user LEDs.

• 9 green user LEDs.

• 50-MHz oscillator and 28.63-MHz oscillator for clock sources.

• 24-bit CD-quality audio CODEC with line-in, line-out, and microphone-in

jacks.

• VGA DAC (10-bit high-speed triple DACs) with VGA-out connector.

• 2 TV Decoder (NTSC/PAL/SECAM) and TV-in connector.

• 10/100 Ethernet Controller with a connector.

• USB Host/Slave Controller with USB type A and type B connectors.
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RS-232 transceiver and 9-pin connector.

• PS/2 mouse/keyboard connector.

• IrDA transceiver.

1 SMA connector.

Two 40-pin Expansion Headers with diode protection.

3.4 Functioning of FPGAs

FPGAs normally consist of a large number of identical LEs surrounded by

programmable routing resources that allow these LEs to be connected based on the

logic functions defined by the user. This structure is further surrounded by

programmable I/O blocks that allow the off-chip connection with any other

component on the board, as shown in Figure 3.2.
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Figure 3.2: Simplified Cyclone II EP2C20 FPGA block diagram.
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At power up, the FPGA reads a preloaded configuration bitstream either from a

flash memory (i.e. active serial programming) that is permanently programmed or

from an SRAM (static random access memory) (i.e. JTAG programming) that
requires configuration stream to be loaded each time the FPGA powers up. The

bitstream controls the function of the corresponding LE and the routing resources.

The LE is the smallest unit of logic in the Cyclone II EP2C70F896C6 architecture.

The latterhas a total of 68,416 LEs. Each LE features [73]:

• A four-input look-up table (LUT), which is a function generator that can

implement any function of four variables.

• A programmable register.

• A carry chain connection.

• A register chain connection.

• The ability to drive all types of interconnects.

• Support for register packing.

• Support for register feedback.

3.5 FPGA Design Flow and Development Tools

The typical design flow ofFPGA-based systems is illustrated inFigure 3.3. It consists

of five major procedures, namely, design entry, synthesis, place & route, timing
analysis, and finally programming the desired FPGA device. After specifying the
design requirements, the designer normally defines the required functionality of the
system using schematic entry, hardware description language (such as Verilog or

VHDL), or combination of both. In this design flow, a combination ofVerilog and
schematic entry is used.
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Figure 3.3: Overall FPGA design flow.

From this point onward, the design flow is totally accomplished by the assistance

of EDA (electronic design automation) tools. A synthesis tool is used to map the

output of the design entry process into logic gate implementations. The next step is to

fit the resulting configuration into a specific FPGA device using a fitter (place and

route) tool. The timing analysis tool helps the fitter tool to meet any previously

defined timing requirements and generate bitstream. In this design flow, synthesis,

fitter, and timing analysis tools are automatically performed using Altera Quartus II

tool, which is only used for designs targetingAltera FPGA devices.

At this point, the functional and timing simulation can be optionally performed to

ensure functional correctness of the design, using Altera Modelsim tool. Finally, the

generated bitstream is directly loaded into the target FPGA device to acquire the

desired functionality. Further experimental verifications can be performed after this

stage including measuring the performance metrics.
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CHAPTER 4

PROPOSED HARDWARE ARCHITECTURE

4.1 Chapter Overview

The literature review conducted earlier in this thesis has motivated us to come up with

true fully-digital complete serial link architecture. This chapter firstly highlights the

design challenges that arise when considering fully-digital architectures. Lastly,

further details of the proposed link components design and functionality will be

described.

4.2 Fully-Digital Serial Link Design Challenges

The fully-digital serial link architectures offer the ability to achieve low-power

consumption, low phase noise, and better scalability (portability) across multiple

technologies and platforms with inconsiderable modifications. In addition, describing

the circuit in hardware description languages gives it a high flexibility to program all

design parameters in a very short time compared with the analogue designs which need

to be re-designed at transistor level for any parameter change. This can radically

reduce cost and time-to-market by saving a significant amount of development time.

However, beside these considerable advantages, the fully-digital architecture poses

several design challenges which can be described as follow:

At the serializer side, major issues are focused on designing a fully-digital

frequency synthesizer circuit that avoids any off-chip components, especially the

DCO and loop filters. The main difficulty is to synthesize a fully-digital DCO into an

FPGA platform. The DCO basically consists of an odd number of cascaded inverters
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connected in a feedback loop. The synthesis tool used to map the DCO design into

logic gate implementations will likely eliminate the redundant inverters in the

feedback loop completely although they are used deliberately. To prevent this, a

special constraint/attribute is used in the HDL that is vendor specific (not standard

HDL features). This attribute is /* synthesis keep */that is on the same line, before the

semicolon, as the declaration of the input and output of each inverter you want the

synthesis tool to keep. The other difficulty is how to control or minimize as possible

the delay of each inverter in order to create a fine frequency resolution. Since the

inverter characteristics in any FPGA are fixed and unchangeable, another approach

should-be sought to realize a small frequency step.

At the deserializer side, the concerns are related to minimize the power

consumption resulted from the switching activities and reduce the complexity of the

circuit by replacing all the off-chip components by embedded components. First,

reducing the power consumption requires reducing the frequency of the internally

generated clock signal without affecting negatively the data rate. The challenging idea

is the use of multiple phases of a clock running at a frequency less than the data rate

(e.g. half and quarter-rate). In this work, a quarter-rate CDR circuit which operates

using eight phases of a clock running at a frequency equal to one-fourth the data rate is

designed. As a result, the proposed architecture is an appropriate solution to partially

reduce the switching frequency to one-fourth, and hence the total dynamic power

consumption is reduced to one-fourth. Second, detecting various data rates normally

requires an externally supplied reference oscillator and a frequency divider block [19],

[20]. Avoiding the need for these components necessitates the designing of a DCO that

is able to generate a wide-range of frequencies. The latter is normally controlled by a

stable loop controller which operates dependently with the frequency detector. Using a

digital stable controller can minimize the loop latency, the recovered clock jitter, and

the loop complexity.

4.3 Serializer Design

The serializer circuit starts normally with converting the data from parallel to serial by
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multiplexing multi low-frequency parallel data streams into a single higher frequency

serial data stream. The high-frequency serialized data is then transmitted through the

channel to the receiver. The serializer circuit is realized using two main blocks,

namely, an 8-to-l serializerand a frequency synthesizer circuit.

4.3.1 8-to-l Serializer

As shown in Figure 4.1(a), the 8-to-l serializer is a tree-like structure of seven units

of 2-to-l serializer. Each 2-to-l serializer comprises 5 latches and a 2-to-l

multiplexer. The latchl and latch2, as well as latch4 and latch5, constitute a single D

flip-flop. The two D flip-flops guarantee the synchronization of the two input data

edges to the clock edges so that they guarantee sufficient setup and hold time for the

two input signals of the 2-to-l selector. As a result, the 2-to-l multiplexer output is

less sensitive to the input noise or timing jitter [75]. Moreover, the latches provide a

halfcycle difference between the two input data streams for a proper operation of the

multiplexer.
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Figure 4.1: (a) Block diagram and (b) timing diagrams of the 8-to-l serializer.

4.3.2 Frequency Synthesizer Circuit

The proposed frequency synthesizer circuit performs a critical function in the data

transmission circuits. Its primary task is to generate multiple clock frequencies of the

input data streams, with minimal skew relative to the system reference clock, minimal

phase noise accumulation, and finest frequency resolution. The multiple clock

frequencies are needed in order to properly perform the multiplexing operation of the

8-to-l serializer. As shown in Figure 4.2, the circuit is composed of FLL and DLL that

share a common reference clock signal (Fref)- Their basic operations require seven

important building blocks to provide frequency and phase locking.
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Figure 4.2: Block diagram ofthe proposed frequency synthesizer circuit.

In summary, at the heart of the FLL lies a DCO which deliberately avoids any
analogue tuning controls. This gives the ability to realize the frequency locking
mechanism as a fully digital architecture. The output clock signal of the DCO (FDCO)
is scaled down by an integer divider and connected to the frequency detector (FD). The
integer divider allows the divided output clock (FDCO/MF) to be relatively convergent
with the frequency of FreF. This provides also the ability to select an integer
multiplication factor (MF) ofthe Fref signal frequency (e.g. MF= 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, or
64). The FD detects the frequency difference between the Fref and the FDCO/MF
signals and generates anup (UP) ordown (DN) signal to indicate that the DCO should

be speeded up or slowed down respectively. Then both up/down counter and full
subtractor update the DCO control words to adjust the output frequency ofthe DCO.
Meanwhile, the DLL provides a phase locking between the FDco and the Fref signals
through the phase detector (PD). The PD generates a shift right (shiftright) signal or
shift left (shiftjeft) signal to adjust the delay of the digitally controlled delay line. The
frequency synthesizer circuit will generate an output signal (FOUt) that is synchronized
with respect to the FreF signal as well as MF times the Fref frequency. The FOUt
signal is connected to the 8-to-l serializer to properly perform the multiplexing
operation.
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4.3.2.1 Digitally Controlled Oscillator

A digitally controlled oscillator previously proposed in [76] is used in the proposed

FLL design that has the ability to generate multiples of the Fref signal frequency. The

selection of this architecture is mainly based on both, the portability of the

architecture (technology independency) and the ability to generate finest frequency

resolution compared to the existing fully-digital designs [77-81]. The DCO consists of

two main blocks: ring oscillator and fractional divider, as shown in Figure 4.3. The

ring oscillator consists of one NAND gate which enables/disables the oscillation and a

chain of AND-OR delay elements.
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Figure 4.3: Functional block diagram of the digitally controlled oscillator.

The ring oscillator produces a clock signal (Fosc) whose frequency is proportional

to the number of the delay elements in the ring. The Fosc is given by

Fosc = 1/(2 • L • tde) (4.1)

where tde is the time delay for each delay element and L is the chain length that is

defined by a one-hot coded control word. Consequently, reducing the number of the
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delay elements in the ring gives higher frequency and vice versa. Moreover, changing
the ring oscillator chain length via aone-hot coded word provides a coarse frequency
resolution as shown experimentally in Figure 4.4.
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Figure 4.4: Measured ring oscillator output frequency Fosc versus chain length. The
number of bits ofN defines the number of frequency steps between the two extreme

limits (440 and 280 MHz).

The fractional divider comprises an adder-accumulator as shown in Figure 4.5.
The most significant bit (MSB) of the accumulator signed register is used to switch
the input ofthe adder between signed integer number Nand its two's complement N-
M. The fractional divider is also used to switch between two adjacent ring oscillator
chain lengths, (LI) and (L2). The digitally controlled oscillator output clock
frequency, FDCO is given by:

FDco = M/(OV/F05C(Z,1)) + (M - N/F0SC(L2))) (4.2)

Accordingly, switching between two adjacent chain lengths LI and L2 (L2 =LI +
1) provides on average fine frequency resolution. The DCO output frequency step is
extracted from the simulation results and can be calculated by equation (4.3).
Increasing the number ofbits ofMrealizes a higher frequency resolution.

Fdco_step={Fosc(L1) - F05C(L2))/M (4.3)
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Typically, the DCOmustbe able to providea high frequency resolutionas well as

very good frequency stability. Good frequency stability can be achieved by designing

a stableand fast controller to control the DCO, whereas a high frequency resolution is

achieved by increasing the number of bits of the accumulator signedregister.

Register[8]

N[8} N-M[8]

I
~3

(±h

Nil) N-M[l) N[0) N-M[0} begin

I I
Register[8]

n
Registet[8]

u
if (Register ==0)

Register <= Register + N-M;

else if (Register [8] ==0)

Register <= Register + N-M;

else if (Register [8] = 1)

Register <= Register + N;

•»«.,, J End

Figure 4.5:Block diagram of the fractional divider and behavioural Verilog code.

4.3.2.2 Integer Divider

The integer divider consists of a chain of divide-by-2 circuits, as shown in Figure 4.6.

Each circuit is a single D flip-flop. The presence of the integer divider block in the

FLL is to scale down the output clock signal of the DCO to be relatively convergent

with the frequency of Fref and allows the latter to run at a low frequency. The divider

provides the ability to select an integerMF of the Fref signal frequency (e.g. MF= 2,

4, 8,16, 32, or 64).

•- I) o

T°CO^ OH: • im-> •
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FDco/MF
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Figure 4.6: Block diagram of integer frequency divider.

4.3.2.3 Frequency Detector (FD)

The block diagram of the rotational frequency detector is given in [82]. The rotational

FD has three inputs, the Fref signal and the in-phased I and the quadrature Q signals

of the Fdco/MF signal. As shown in Figure 4.7, I and Q signals are sampled by the
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transitions of the reference clock at the four D flip-flops. The DFF1 and DFF2 store

the current sampled output, whereas DFF3 and DFF4 store the previous sampled

output. Thus, using the combinational logic shown in Figure 4.7(a) the frequency

difference can be detected. As illustrated in Figure 4.7(b), the logic works as follows:

an UP pulse is produced when the current and previous state of Oj and Q2 signals are

01 and 00, respectively. AnDNpulse is generated when the current and previous state

of Qi and Q2 signals are 00 and 01, respectively. The frequency ofUP orDN signal is

equal to the difference between the frequency ofI and the reference clock frequency.
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I . 2 .: 3

F REF rREF

I I
0

IT Signal is "iMicralod DN Signal is uenenitcd

0>)
Figure 4.7: (a)Block diagram and (b) Timing diagrams of the frequency detector.

The rotational frequency detector becomes ineffective when the frequency of I

exceeds 30% of the reference clock frequency. However, the integer divider in the

frequency locked loop scales down the frequency ofI toberelatively convergent with

the frequency of FreF. As a result, the integer divider scales down the difference in

frequencies to less than 30%.
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4.3.2.4 Up/Down Counterand Full Subtractor

The up/down counter and full subtractor are used to control the output frequency of

the DCO, by generating the signed integernumberN and its two's complement N-M,

respectively. First of all, the counter used is a normal nine-bit synchronous up/down

counter. It has two input signals, Up/Down and elk. However, the Up/Down and elk

signals are formulated by:

Up/Down = UP + DN

elk =((UP +DN) •(UP + DN)) •FjREF

(4.4)

(4.5)

where UP and DN signals are the output of the frequency detector. The up/down

counter generates nine bits output signal N based on the received up (UP) or down

(DN) signal from the frequency detector. For each decision the counter updates N

value by adding or removing one from the current N value. Second of all, the

subtractor used is a nine-bit full subtractor. As listed in Table 4.1, it generates nine

bits output signal (N-M) based on N and M values, where all bits of M value are set to

be 1 except the MSB.

Table 4.1: Fractional divider input and output signals

N[8:0] N-M[8:0] Register[8:0]

56 000111000 -199 100111001 0 000000000

56 000111000 -199 100111001 -199 100111001

56 000111000 -199 100111001 -143 101110001

56 000111000 -199 100111001 -87 110101001

56 000111000 -199 100111001 -31 111100001

56 000111000 -199 100111001 25 000011001

56 000111000 -199 100111001 -174 101010010

55 000110111 -200 100111000 -119 110001001
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4.3.2.5Digitally Controlled DelayLine (DCDL)

In this work, the phase tracking mechanism is separated from the frequency tracking

loop. This approach adds an essential benefit to the design which is the ability to

synchronize theoutput clock signal with the input reference signal. The success of the

phase locking process is based on the presence of a linear relationship between the

DLL controller output and the DCDL output delay, thus a chain of linear delay

elements (DE) is employed in the structure ofthe DCDL. As illustrated in Figure 4.8,

each DE consists of three NAND gates [83]. One of them is used to activate the

selected DE, while the other two gates are used to delay/advance the FDco signal. An

additional inverter gate is added to the end of the delay line chain to produce the
original signal without inversion.

«-o<
Fqut

••« 1

Active • j \eli\e
IN". ; : DI:

* V .... . * * f.

One-hot word from

DLL controller (10 0

Figure 4.8: Block diagram of the DCDL.

DCO

4.3.2.6DLL Controller

The controller in [83] is replaced by a one-hot finite state machine (FSM). This gives

the ability to eliminate theneed for a number of inverters that equals to the number of

DEs utilized in the DCDL, and hence saves the occupied area. The DLL controller is

responsible for controlling the DCDL chain length based on the received shift right

(shiftright) or shift left (shiftjeft) signal from the phase detector. Foreach decision

the DLL controller updates the number of the active DEs in the chain. A shiftright

signal decreases these DEs and thus decreases the delay of the input clock of the

DCDL while a shift-left does the opposite function.
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4.3.2.7 Phase Detector(PD)

The phase detector in [83] is used with modifications as shown in Figure 4.9. It

generates shiftright or shiftleft regardless of the frequency difference between FreF

and Fqut. As a result, a frequency divider block is not needed in the delay locked

loop. This can be verified by simulating the entire delay locked loop system. The

resulting timingwaveforms are shown in Figure4.10.

shift left

TT^ shift right
^4— »

Figure4.9: Block diagram of the phase detector.

It is illustrated from the shiftleft and the shift_right signals that Four and FREF

signals become synchronized and in-phase after 6-cycles of Fref signal. The delay
element of the detector is normally setto beidentical to the DE of the delay line. This

governs that the phase detector will not contribute to the final DLL phase error.

Generating shift-left or shift-right once every two cycles of the reference clock

provides stability for the DLL controller.
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Figure 4.10: Gate-level simulation waveform ofDLL.
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4.3.3 Built-in PRBS Generator

Pseudorandom bit sequences (PRBS) are widely employed in verifying the

functionality of serial links [84, 85]. The response of the link for different length of

PRBS patterns can reveal essential hints about its performance including jitter

generation and bit error rate (BER) analysis. For instance, generally CDR generates

higher jitter when a longer length test pattern is fed in. Thus, it is more flexible to

build in a PRBS generator with selectable sequence length [85, 86]. For a convenient

and cost efficient way of testing, a programmable and multi-pattern PRBS generator

circuit is designed and integrated with the link.
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(Pattern length selectors)

Figure 4.11: Block diagram of the built-in programmable PRBS generator.

As shown in Figure 4.11, generating a serial PRBS is typically realized using a

linear feedback shift register (LFSR), where the length of the register (n) and the

feedback function determine the length of the sequence (2n-l). The multi-pattern

generator is capable of producing the most commonly used PRBS lengths based on

ITU-T recommendation O.150 [87], which are 27-l, 2n-l, 215-1, and 223-l. Such an

arrangement provides sufficient randomness while saving significant area.

4.4 Deserializer Design

Conceptually, the deserializer circuit performs the inverse function of the serializer

block. The deserializer extracts the embedded clock information from the incoming

data stream, re-samples the noisy stream using the extracted clock for jitter removal

and synchronization, and deserializes the single stream back into low-frequency

parallel data streams of similar number to the serializer. These essential functions can

be realized using two main blocks, namely, a CDR circuit and a 4-to-8 deserializer.
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4.4.1 Clock and Data Recovery (CDR) Circuit

In this design, a fully digital Implementation of a referenceless mixed FLL/DLL

quarter-rate CDR circuit is proposed and utilized. The proposed architecture is shown

in Figure 4.12. Its basic operation requires six important blocks, a quarter-rate

frequency detector, an up/down counter and subtractor, a DCO-based eight-phase

generator, an early-late phase detector, a delay line controller, and a digitally

controlled delay line.
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Figure4.12: Blockdiagram of the proposed CDR circuit.

4.4.1.1 Early-Late Phase Detector (ELPD)

The phase detector used [28] is an early-late, quarter-rate non-linear design. As shown

in Figure 4.13, the ELPD samples the synchronized data stream (DataOut) using the
clock phases 0°, 45°, 90°, 135°, 180°, 225°, 270°, and 315°, and producing eight signals

Do, D45, D90, D135, Digo, D225, D270, and D3]5 at the D flip-flop outputs. The aforesaid

eight output signals are used to generate the Shift_Right and Shift_Left signals as
follow:

Shift_Right = (D0®D4S) + (D90®D135) + (D180@D22S) + (D270®D315) (4.6)

ShiftLeft = (£>45©£>9o) + (D13S®D1B0) + (£>225©Z>270) + (D315®D0) (4.7)
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Figure 4.13: Block diagram of the ELPD.

The ShiftRight and ShiftLeft signals indicate the relative clock edge positions

with respect to the data edges. If the ELPD is in the locked state as illustrated in

Figure 4.14(a), the edges of the half-quadrature phases (O45, $135, 0>225, and 03i5) are

aligned with the data transitions.
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Figure4.14: Detecting conditions of the ELPD (a) Locked state (b) Late state

(ShiftRight is high) (c) Early state (ShiftLeft is high).
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And hence D0, D90, Di80, and D27o will be the recovered and l-to-4 demultiplexed data. In

contrast as illustrated in Figure 4.14(b), when the data transition is situated between D0 and

D45, a ShiftRight signal that indicates a late state will be generated, whereas Figure 4.14(c)

illustrates an early state where the data transition is situated between D45 and D90. The

ShiftRight and ShiftLeft signals will be used by the delay line controller to properly adjust

the mid-point of the data bits as close as possible to the clockedgesfor optimum sampling.

4.4.1.2 Setup/Hold Time Violation in ELPD

To guarantee a reliableoperation of the ELPD, the input signals must meet the D flip-

flop's timing requirements. The Data_Out signal must be stable (no transition should

occur) for a setup time (TSu) before the recovered clock edge and a hold time (TH)

after the recovered clock edge. Accordingly, the flip-flop changes its output signal

after the recovered clock edge by the clock to output time (TCo). Violating the flip-

flop's timing requirements may cause its output to become metastable. Metastable

outputs are neither high nor low for an amount of time before it resolves to a state of

logic high or logic low. This may cause system failure.
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Figure 4.15: Timing diagrams showing the condition to avoid setup/hold time

violation in the ELPD.

As illustrated in Figure 4.15, the timing diagram showing the DataOut data

stream and only 2 phases of the recovered clock (i.e. <D0 and <J>45) in which the clock

period is four times the data bit width (i.e. clock is quarter-rate) and assume that the
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time difference between the 2 above phases isTck. In order to guarantee that the Tck is

sufficient to avoid any setup/hold time violation, the following equation has to be

respected at all time:

Tck > Tco + Jp2p-ck + Jp2p-d + Tsu +Th (4.8)

where JP2P-ck is the peak-to-peak jitter of the recovered clock and JP2P.d is the peak-to-

peak jitterof the recovered data. Specific values for Tsu, TH, and Tco are provided in

the device data sheet [73]. However, Tck = T/8, where Tis the recovered clock period.

Thus to avoid any setup/hold time violation, the recovered clock frequency and the

input data rate should be:

<I>o<
8 "(Tco +JP2p-ck +Jp2p-d + Tsu + Th)

(4.9)

Data Out <
8 "(Tco + Jp2p-ck +Jp2p-d + TSu + TH)

(4.10)

4.4.1.3 Delay Line Controller (DLC)

A delay line controller implemented as an FSM is proposed; its stability feature is

desired in order to keep the loop in the locked state and to reduce the noise added to

the data stream from the delay line. The DLC is responsible for adjusting the delay

line chain length via one-hot coded word. As listed in Table 4.2, a specific coded

word is generated based on the controlling ShiftLeft or Shift_Right signal issued

from theELPD to delay or advance the data stream respectively.

Table 4.2: Delay line controlleroperations

Shift Right Shift Left

High Low

Low High

High High

Low Low

Action

Late state: shift the RXData to the right by decreasing
the delayof the delay line.
Early state: shiftthe RXData to the left by increasing
the delay of the delay line.

Locked State: No Action.

No Action.
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4.4.1.4 Digitally ControlledDelayLine (DCDL)

The DCDL has an essential function, which is adjusting (i.e. delay or advance) the

mid-point of the data bits as close as possible to the clock edges for optimum

sampling. Therefore, the delay lineis implemented as a chain of lineardelay elements

(DEs) [88]. As shown in Figure4.16, each DE consists of three NAND gates. One of

them is used to activate the selected DE, while the other two gates are used to

delay/advance the data stream. An additional NAND gate is added to the delay line

chain to produce the original signal without inversion.

Data Out

Data In

One-hot word from DLC

Figure 4.16: Block diagram of the DCDL.

4.4.1.5 Quarter-Rate Frequency Detector (QRFD)

The QRFD performs a critical function in the proposed CDR architecture. Its primary

task is to track and detect the frequency difference between the incoming data stream

(RXData) and the generated eight phases, whereas the latter's frequency should be

equal to one-fourth of the data rate in order to achieve the concept of the quarter-rate

CDR and hence partially reduce the power consumption.

The previously proposed QRFD in [28] is used with slight modifications in the

double-edge triggered flip-flop architecture [89], as shown in Figure 4.17(a). Its

operational principle comprises three main steps. Firstly, the clock phases 0°, 22.5°,

45°, and 67.5° are sampled by the transitions of the RXData signal at DFF1, DFF2,

DFF3 and DFF4, respectively. The output signals of these DFFs indicate the position

of each data transition withrespect to the relative clock phases according to Table 4.3.
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Table 4.3: QRFD internal signals (A and B) states

Do D22.5 D45 D675
A

D0®D45

B

D22.5®D6Z5
State

Number

Low Low Low Low Low Low 1

High Low Low Low High Low 2

High High Low Low High High 3

High High High. Low Low High 4

Secondly, the detected state in form of (A, B) is stored in the DFFS and DFF6,

whereas the state of the previous data transition was stored in the DFF7 and DFF8.

Finally, using the logic shown in Figure 4.17(a) two signals are generated, namely,

Up and Down based on the two stored states as shown in Table 4.4. These two signals

will be used by the up/down counter to properly adjust the frequency of the eight

phases to be equal to one-fourth of the data rate.

Table 4.4: QRFD truth table

Current State Number

1 2 3 4

<u

1 - Up Up -

-4-»

so -O

PL,

2 Down - - Down

3 Down - - -

4 - Up - -

4.4.1.6 Up/Down Counter and Full Subtractor

The architecture of the up/down counter and full subtractor used in the CDR design is

exactly typical to the block used in the design of the frequency synthesizer circuit at

the serializer side. Down signal indicates that the recovered clock needs to be

reduced. Up signal indicates that the recovered clock needs to be increased.
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4.4.1.7DCOandEight-phase SignalGenerator

For proper operations of the proposed design, eight 22.5°-spaced phases and their
complements are required, the latter are normally implemented as a DLL or shift

register/finite state machine (FSM) [90]. Although the FSM-based phase generator
seems more attractive due to its wide working frequency range and better output jitter

performance [90], it requires a 16 times higher clock frequency to generate the
aforementioned 16 phases. In this design, a new way of generating the required
phases is designed using only 7 IQ (in-phase and quadrature-phase) signal generators
as shown in Figure 4.18. The IQ-based phase generator requires only 8 times higher
clock frequency instead of 16 times. Another DCO, which is separated from the

serializer circuit, is used to generate the input clock signal for the phase generator
circuit. The wide-range frequency of the DCO gives the CDR circuit the ability to
determine the required centre frequency to accommodate for different data rate

without modifying the CDR circuit design, which makes it a fully-tuneable design.
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Figure 4.18: (a) Block diagram ofthe proposed 8-phase generator.
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4.4.2 4-to-8 Deserializer

Since the designed quarter-rate CDR circuit is capable of recovering and

automatically demultiplexing (l-to-4) the incoming data stream, an additional circuit

is required to retime the four quadrature data streams and also function as a 4-to-8

demultiplixer. This is due to the need for comparing the 8 inputs of the serializer to

the 8 outputs of the deserializer to thoroughly verify the functionality of the serial

link. The block diagram of the 4-to-8 deserializer circuit is shown in Figure 4.18(a)

and it is composed by 17 latches (including the divide-by-2 block). The 4-to-8

deserializer is integrated with the ELPD block by connecting its inputs to the outputs

of the ELPD which are D0, D90, Di80, and D2?o, and the recovered clock <J>0. The first

stage of the 4-to-8 deserializer circuit synchronizes the input data streams with the

rising edge of the O0 clock. Consequently, the following stage demultiplexes the

outputs based on O0/2 clock and generates the eight recovered data streams, RXD1-

RXJD8, as shown in Figure 4.18(b).
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Figure 4.19: (a) Block diagram and (b) timing diagrams ofthe 4-to-8 deserializer

architecture.
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CHAPTER 5

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

5.1 Chapter Overview

In the previous chapter, the fully-digital serial link architecture is proposed and

designed. This chapter discusses the implementation of the link design into the target

FPGA board as a proof-of-concept vehicle to verify its fully-digital status. It starts

with the analysis ofthe resources utilization and the power consumption ofthe design.

The next stage is now set to experimentally validate the functionality of the system as

well as to evaluate its characteristics and performance metrics. Finally a comparative

performance analysis will be carried out between the proposed link components and

various prior art work.

5.2 FPGA Synthesis and Implementation

Both the serializer and the deserializer circuits are totally designed using Verilog-

HDL language and synthesized using Quartus II software for Altera Cyclone II

FPGA. The fact that it is implemented on an FPGA is a confirmation of its fully-

digital status: hence it can be implemented on various platforms, such as FPGAs and

ICs.

5.2.1 Resources Utilization Analysis

As listed in Figure 5.1, the Quartus II software yields the following FPGA resources

statistics: the proposed architecture size (excluding the PRBS generator) is 1,094 out
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of 68,416 (2%) LEs, 0 out of 1,152,000 (0%) memory bits, 0 out of 300 (0%)

multipliers and 0 out of4 (0%) PLLs.
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Figure 5.1: FPGAresourcesusage summary report.

This greatly proves the portability of the proposed architecture and indicates that

it is independent of any vendor specific components. The layout of the FPGA chip

after the programming process is given in Figure 5.2, using the Chip Planner tool. It

shows the utilized LEs and IO blocks among the total chip resources. At this stage,

the FPGA board is ready for lab verification process and conducting various

experimental measurements.
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Figure 5.2: Layout of the Cyclone II FPGA chip.
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5.2.2 Power Consumption Analysis

Using Altera power analyzer tool (PowerPlay), the serial link (excluding the PRBS

generator) consumes a power of 0.97 mW at 167.36 Mb/s. The reported power

estimation confidence level is high. This reflects that the toggle rate provided by

simulation is reliable and sufficient [91]. The power efficiency of the design is 5.79

mW/Gb/s.

5.3 Experimental Results

The experimental setup is illustrated in Figure 5.3 and it consists of the following

equipments:

• Two Altera DE2-70 boards.
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• PC, equipped with Quartus II software (fordesigning purposes, programming

the FPGA chip, and analyzing the resources utilization and the power

consumption) andKE5FX GPIB toolkit (for phase noise measurements).

• Agilent 16821A logic analyzer (for watching the input and output signals

behaviour and measuringthe bit-error-rate).

• Agilent 33522A function/arbitrary waveform generator (as a reference clock

source).

• Tektronix DPO4104B digital phosphor oscilloscope (for eye diagram and

signal histogram measurements).

• Tektronix TDS-5104 digital phosphor oscilloscope, equipped with TDSJIT3

software (for analyzing the jitter and the bathtub plot).

• Advantest R3132 spectrum analyzer (for measuring the spectrum).

Logic Analyzer

ji -$$:

Altera DE2-70 board

Spi i trum Analyzer

DI'O Dliill.il OmiIIcim.ii|>i'

sssst

IDS Digital Oscilloscope

r '* ? - '. ^ '

4 "' ~~~~~'

Altera DE2-70 board ,.,

Quartus II +KE5FX GPIB toolkit

(a)
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13 RY ••#&&-
R<;174 channel:

(b)
Figure 5.3: Measurement setup used to validate the serial link.

5.3.1 Serializer Performance

The configurations of the frequency synthesizer circuit variables are as follow: the

two ring oscillator lengths LI and L2 are set to be first and second active delay

elements, respectively, M and N are set to be nine bits numbers, whereas M is equal

to 255 andN varies from 0 to 255, theMF is adjusted to be equal to 64. Changing the

frequency range of the FREF signal from 5.23 MHzto 6.05 MHz, allows the generated

Four signal to be in the range of 334.64 MHz to 387.20 MHz, with a frequency step

(i.e. resolution) of 206 kHz.

The frequency synthesizer circuit performance is illustrated in Figure 5.4. The

Fout signal has an RMS and peak-to-peak jitter of 28.7 ps and 258.1 ps, respectively.

Figure 5.5(a) shows the output signal of the PRBS generator. Figure 5.5(b) shows the

waveforms of the 8-to-l serializer when the locked state is reached under which the

Fqut signal frequency is 64 times the Fref signal frequency. As a result, each one bit
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period of the output stream of the serializer, TXData, is equal to a one clock cycle of

Fout signal. Figure 5.6 shows the waveform and eye diagram of the serializer output,

TX_Data, when transmitting a PRBS 223-l pattern. The eye diagram shows RMS and

peak-to-peak jitters of 52.84 ps and 392.1 ps, respectively.
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output.
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Figure 5.6: Measured serializer output: (a) waveform and (b)eye diagram.

5.3.2 Deserializer Performance

Thedeserializer operates overa limited range of41.83 Mb/s to 48.4 Mb/s, since the 8-

phase generator block divide the maximum output clock of the DCO by 8. The

locking range of the serial link is from 167.32 to 193.6 Mb/s, which is four times the

recovered clock frequency. Figure 5.7 shows the received data stream affected by the

RG174 channel.

Figure 5.8(a) presents the measured spectrum of the recovered clock at 41.85

MHz. Figure 5.8(b) shows the measured jitter histogram of the recovered clock. It

shows RMS and peak-to-peak jitters of 49.8 ps and 295.3 ps for a 223-l PRBS input

data stream, respectively. Figure 5.8(c) shows the measured phase noise of a -100

dBc/Hz at 1 MHz with the carrier frequency of 41.8 MHz. Figure 5.9(a) and Figure

5.9(b) present the CDR circuit when the locked state is reached under which the

recovered clock quadrature phases are aligned with the mid-point of the data bits.

Figure 5.10(a) shows the measured eye diagram for the l-to-4 recovered data at 41.8

Mb/s. Figure 5.10(b) shows the measured eye diagram for the l-to-8 recovered data,

RXDl, at 20.9 Mb/s. It shows RMS and peak-to-peak jitters of238.3 ps and 800 ps.
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As presented in Figure 5.11 and Figure 5.12, a jitter increase is observed when

different PRBS pattern lengths (different number of consecutive Is or Os) are

transmitted over the link. Figure 5.13 shows the BER bathtub curve of the recovered

data, RXDL The eye opening for a BER of 10"12 is 0.97 UI for a 223-l PRBS input

data stream. This canconfirm anerror-free operation [92] for BER <10"12.
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5.4 Performance Comparison

Although the literature review covered several state of the art works on semi- and

fully-digital architectures of the frequency synthesizer and CDR circuits for both

platforms, CMOS and FPGA, it is challenging to fairly compare measurements

between the two different platforms. This is mainly due to the performance gap

between the aforementioned platforms, especially in their operation speed [93]. For a

comparable environment, the power consumption and jitter performance should be

normalized as a power efficiency (i.e. mW/Gb/s) and percent of the unit interval (i.e.

UI%), respectively.

5.4.1 Frequency Synthesizer Performance Comparison

Table 5.1 presents a performance comparison for the proposed frequency synthesizer

with the previous designs. The indicated synthesizability and scalability comparison

term is basically based on the implementation of the architecture. It is considered as a

synthesizable and scalable if the circuit is totally implemented using HDL code or

synthesizable cell-based without any extra componentsand vice versa.

Most of the all-digital frequency synthesizers presented below do not provide true

frequency synthesis, for instance the work in [42, 78-80]; rather they require a high-

frequency input clock source. This constraint mainly restricts their applications. As

discussed in the literature review, the DDFS architectures are able to provide higher

frequency resolution (smaller step) than the other architectures, at the expense oftheir

size and maximum output frequency.

Some of the listed architectures (e.g. [78], [94], [22], [95], and [48]) are either

dependent on parallel tri-state gates or made full custom to improve the performance

(e.g. jitter performance) and hence they are not fully synthesizable architectures. The

synthesizability feature can offer better portability and scalability across multiple

technologies and platforms with inconsiderable modifications.
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5.4.2 CDR Performance Comparison

A performance comparison for the state of the art works on CDR circuits with the

proposed circuit is summarized in Table 5.2. The indicated data rate comparison term

corresponds to the data speed at the CDR input (i.e. data speed over the channel).

The existing FPGA-based designs presented in [96, 97] basically require extra off-

chip components such as the Altera numerically controlled oscillator (NCO) mega

core function which constricts their input data rate to few tens of Mb/s. Further, the

use of external clean oscillator improves their jitter performance significantly. The

analogue architectures presented in [14, 55, 59, 62] occupy a relatively large area of

silicon, due to the analogue loop filters that contain large capacitors. The CDR

circuits that operate on a single input data rate could show a potential in improving

the jitter performance of the recovered clock.

5.4.3 Serial Link Performance Comparison

Table 5.3 presents a performance comparison for the proposed complete serial link

with the prior art. These circuits are fundamentally selected because they are suited for

chip-to-chip communication.
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Table 5.1: Performance comparison for theproposed frequency synthesizer with

existing architectures

Ref&

Year

[42]

2010

|78|

2010

[79]*

2010

[49|

2010

[94]

2008

[S0|
2006

[22]

2004

[i>5|

2003

[48]

2003

|76|

2003

Technology

in, i

I his work i I//,-/./

1 ( uhwih

90 nm

CMOS

FPCA

iAltera

cvclone III)

FPGA

(Xilinx)

ISO nm

CMOS

350 nm

CMOS

FPa.-t

(Xilinx
virtex)

350 nm

CMOS

251) nm

CMOS

350 nm

CMOS

FPCA

(Xilinx

V-t00B(i432j

* Simulation Results
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!//-/'/•,"/<(/ ,
jihii-1-n.p ' '̂s : i,7/_-
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Table 5.1: Performance comparison forthe proposed frequency synthesizer with

existing architectures (Continued)

Ref&

Year

I'h is

work

[42]

2010

178|

2010

[79]*

2010

|49J

2010

[94]

2008

|80|

2006

[22]

2004

[95]

2003

[48]

2003

Jitter

•a. 167 36 Mil:

p-p 258. I ps
RMS2S.~ps

Not Provided

Not Provided

Not Provided

•a: 1X75 MHz

p-p J30 ps
li.MSXA

@450MHz
p-p 37.8ps
RMS4ps

(HI 25 MHz

p-p 4lH> ps
HMSSA

@5MHz
p-p 1.2 ns
RMSN/A

@ 500 MHz
p-p 40 ps

RMS5.84 ps

@450MHz
p-p 70ps
RMS22ps

|76|
2003 .

L _ ._. L
* Simulation Results

** Not Applicable

Xol Provided

Normalized

Jitter

('I 5.97h.s

p-p 4.3",,
RMS (US':f,

N/A**

XA

N/A

LI 5.33m

P-p 2.4%

171=2.22 ns

p-p 1.7%
RMS 0.18%

CI 8 ns

p-p 6.125','-.

UI=200ns

p-p 0.6%

. ZH=2ns
p-p 2%

RMS 0.29%

UI=2.22 ns

p-p 3.15%
RMS 0.99%

V-l

Step
Resolution

20h kHz

77.5 Hz

117 2 kHz

3.05 kHz

12-7.4 kHz

Not

Provided

Xor

Provided

1020 kHz

Not

Provided

1300 kHz

Xot

Provided

99

Multiplication
Factor

64

1/2

1/320

Not Provided

15

64

40

\ot Provided

Description
(Synthesizability and

Scalability)

FuIIv \yniliesizable and
scalable

Hybrid

Partially .\ vnthes izuhlc

r/IDI.-eode.aiid

requires off-chip
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Synthesizable Verilog-
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frequency inputclock

S\ utiles izi ihh • c ell- Ini.\ei I
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except the delay

elements
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input clock
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Table 5.2: Performance comparison for the proposed CDR with the prior art
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Work
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[57]
2011
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2008
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FPGA

(Altera
Cyclone

ID

ISO nm
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CMOS
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FPGA

(Altera
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Table 5.2: Performance comparison for the proposed CDR with the prior art
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Table 5.3: Performance comparison for the complete serial link with the prior art
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Table 5.3: Performance comparison for the complete serial link with the prior art

(Continued)
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CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

6.1 Chapter Overview

This chapter reviews the main points in the thesis. The contributions from this thesis

are listed hereafter.

6.2 Conclusion

This thesis has presented a fully-digital low-power low-jitter complete serial link

system synthesized into Altera Cyclone II FPGA, as illustrated in Figure 6.1. Two

fundamental strategies have been used to achieve low-power low-noise design.

The first is eliminating the need for any analogue or off-chip components and

completely realizing the serial link as a Verilog-based circuit. This gives the ability to

use only rail-to-rail CMOS logics (i.e. no DC biasing-current) instead of power-

hungry low-swing current-mode logics, which consume constant current and generate

high phase noise.

Being a verilog-based provides the scalability (portability) feature across multiple

technologies and platforms with inconsiderable modifications. Further, it gives a high

flexibility to program all design parameters (e.g. the link data rate and frequency step

resolution) in a very short time. This strategy provides a favourable tradeoff between

the maximum data rate achieved and power efficiency. The second strategy is

achieving a quarter-rate CDR operations.
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Figure 6.1: (a) Power efficiency and (b) Jitter performance of the proposed system and

recently published serial links.

63 Thesis Contributions

This research proposes a truly-digital quarter-rate clockless serial link system to be

used for inter/intra-chip communication in SoC. Regardless of the standard for which

the system is intended to be used, the fully-digital implementation shows a potential

In both minimizing the power consumption and improving the jitter performance.

Furthermore, it reduces the cost due to the reduction in the circuit size and improves

the scalability and programmability of the design. The contributions of this thesis can

be summarized as follows:
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• A fully-digital high-resolution dual-loop frequency synthesizer architecture

has been proposed, which has the ability to generate up to 64 times higher

than the system reference clock.

• A proof-of-concept of referenceless quarter-rate phase and frequency

detectors has been adopted.

• A new way of generating eight 22.5°-spaced phases and their complements

has been proposed. It exhibits wide working frequency range and requires

less input clock frequency than the FSM-based.

• A complete clockless quarter-rate serial link system has been designed,

implemented, and experimentally validated.

Additionally, the research work in this thesis has been published/presented in the

following (SCOPUS and ISI indexed) journalsandconferences:

• M. H. Alser and M. Assaad, "An HDL-based Serial Link for Point-to-Point

Communication in NoC," IEEE Embedded Systems Letters, March

2013 [submitted].

• M. Assaad, M. H. Alser, and A. Bermak, "Design and Characterization of

Low Power and Low Noise Truly All-Digital Clock and Data Recovery

Circuit for SERDES Devices," Journal of Low Power Electronics, ASP,

vol. 9, no. 1, April 2013.

• M. H. Alser, M. Assaad, and F. A. Hussin, "AWide-Range Programmable

Frequency Synthesizer Based on a Finite State Machine Filter",

International Journal of Electronics, pp. 1-11, 2012/12/29.

• M. Assaad and M. H. Alser, "Design of an All-Digital Synchronized

Frequency Multiplier Based on a Dual-Loop (D/FLL) Architecture", VLSI

Design, vol. 2012, Article ID 546212, 7 pages, 2012.
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• M. Assaad and M. H. Alser, "An FPGA-Based Design and Implementation

of an All-Digital Serializer for Inter Module Communication in SoC,"

IEICE Electronics Express, vol. 8, no. 23, pp. 2017-2023, 2011.

• M. H. Alser, M. Assaad, F. Hussin, and I. Y. Bayou, "A Novel Low-Power

Clock and Data Recovery Circuit using a Quarter-Rate Phase Detector for

Inter-Module Communication in SoC," 4th IEEE International

Conference on Intelligent and Advanced Systems (ICIAS), Kuala

Lumpur, Malaysia, 2012.

• M. H. Alser and M. Assaad, "Design and Modeling of Low-Power

Clockless Serial Link for Data Communication Systems," 3rd IEEE

National Postgraduate Conference (NPC), pp. 1-5, 2011.

6.4 Future Work

Serial link architectures are constantly evolving due to technological progress and the

ever-increasing communication bandwidth requirements. This thesis provides detailed

information of FPGA-based system development. It can be used as a base for the

ongoing and future projects conducted in Electronic Materials and Devices Research

Cluster. The recommended possible future research directions are as follows:

• Due to the lack of equipments, the jitter performance of the quarter-rate CDR

circuit cannot be characterized. As a future work, further measurements

including the jitter generation, jitter transfer, and jitter tolerance can be

verified using equipment such as the J-BERT N4903A or other.

• Investigating the possibility of improving the jitter performance by modelling

each component of the serial link using Matlab to estimate the contribution of

each one to the total jitter.

• Exploring the use of the proposed serial link in inter-module communication

for Network-on-Chip (NoC). This includes designing a fast network router to

control the traffic between the modules.
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